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Gold Coast, was once again home to

UniGames, seeing us row out at

Wyaralong Dam. The struggle up the

hill post-race and the scorching heat

proved challenging. However, the speed

coming down the course was clear. We

have absolutely punched above our

weight this year placing 5th overall, with

the chick’s placing 3rd. 

The race of the week goes to the Mixed

8, which managed to beat the long-

time rivals at UniMelb.

MURC

Ben Whitmee and Allie Hall, Club

Presidents, are absolutely thrilled with

MURC performance this season. We are

excited to take on the next season, and aim

to end up nearer to the podium.  
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MONASH WOMEN BRINGING HOME
SOME SILVERWARE
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MONASH ALUMNI
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The chicks double and coxed fours also had an

absolute cracker of a performance, all 3 crews

making A finals.

Not to be overshadowed by the chicks, the

Sage boys VIII achieved some serious speed ,

getting down the course in 6:22 in the A final.

With smaller boats seeing some decent results,

launching two fours, a double and a

lightweight scull.

The Sage women absolutely showed up in

the Gold Coast, placing 3rd overall. Both

Women’s VIII committed to the charge

down the course, with one crew coming 3rd

and the other 4th. 

Some of Monash’s coxes steered outside of

their comfort zone to get behind an oar for

the good of the sage. Led by rower Piyumi,

they managed to make it down the course

at rate 20 in magnificent style. With no

other competitors willing to take them on,

the dominant coxless but strongly coxed

quad took home the trophy in a historic

win for Monash rowing.

In September we hosted Send Off at our new home, Mercantile Rowing Club. This was our first

event in conjunction with MURC alumni since pre-Covid. Old crew mates caught up and new

connections were made with past and current members. We look forward to having many

more events and expanding our alumni network in the future.
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LOVE IS IN THE AIR: DATE NIGHT  
RETURNS
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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Love is in the air as we brought back the long-

standing tradition Date Night for another year

running. As done previously couples are pre-

determined and encourage everyone to get to

know new people. Hopefully some of them

stick !

This year we treated ourselves with 3-

course meal and some incredible squad

bonding. Post dinner activities were full of

belly laughter with couples’ yoga proving

incredibly challenging.

MURC INSTAGRAM

24 Hour Ergo Challenge Fundraiser
Uni Games Squad Debrief
Christmas Drinks

The varsity season may be over, but
MURC  soldiers on.  The committee has
lots in the pipeline, and some events to
look out for are:

The Sage Soldiers have launched an official

instagram account @monashrowing! 

Here, the committee will post upcoming

events, photos, news and general happenings

within the four walls of monash rowing. 
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